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Financial Reports of Municipalities 1 As Viewed by the Securities Analyst

Both the analyst of municipal securities who is seeking to 

ascertain credit quality and the finance officer for a governmental unit 

are concerned with the same body of subject matter* but each views the 

subject from his own vantage point* That difference® of opinion regarding 

the form and content of reports on financial activities should arise in 

these circumstances is sot at all surprising*

long ago it was observed that the viewpoint is any situation
; J

depend® largely upon the point o f view* When the viewpoint is taken into 

account* differences of opinion usually are explainable and often they can 

be resolved in a satisfactory manner* Se it should be helpful for municipal 

finance officers as well as securities analysts to scrutinize their entire 

field of endeavor carefully* Thereby* each will acquire to some extent a 

better understanding of his own activities as well as an appreciation of the 

problems m d opportunities in the field of municipal finance*

When the municipal finance officer sets out to examine the basic 

requirements for his own work by studying the needs of the securities 

analyst Who is an important user of reports on municipal finances* M s  

tasks cease to be routine* Financial reporting becomes a positive and 

constructive endeavor. Its principal objective is to bring about a better 

understanding of the finances of a municipality*
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•fe® * background for fo u r discussion is the second part of this 

session* it will be «y purpose at this tim e to outline the problem which 

confronts securities aaaiyet in his endeavor to for® a judgment 

rcgard~uig the quality o f a municipal credit* Ihsphaslg will be placed upon 

the r o le  o f financial reports in this work* These introductory remarks 

suggest questions with respect to financial reporting by municipalities. 

Fro® an active discussion of matters which are particularly interesting to 

you* it is my hope that you will be encouraged to improve the quality of 
your reporting*

Introductory Comments

la order to reduce the topic of this discussion to manageable 

proportions * it will be necessary to confine these remarks to the 

fundamental© * Failure to do so would mi re this discussion la an endless 

o f detail. Bom of the details* to be sure* would be very important, 

but the more significant features would be lost if the trivia were not 

cca^letely ignored* It will be necessary to rely upon your questions in 

the discussion period to bring out the necessary illustrations*

Financial reports on governmental units in many instances are 

exceedingly complicated because they are obliged to cover a wide variety o f  

activities* In nature and extent* the functions of these subdivisions of 

government range from the ones typically performed by the traditional city 

or county government to the highly specialised service® required by a great 

eetropelitma society, the latter include* for example* transportation 

systems, hospitals* port authorities* sad toll highways.
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Hany different purposes are served by reports on finances of 

governmental units. float reports are required by statute which prescribes 

both for® and content* Is these eireyaetasces, the reporting nay amount to 

nothing »ore than a routine compliance with law* But is t o  vast majority 

of the eases public administrators and eltiaens generally have been 

successful in bringing about the kind of reporting on the activities of 

governmental units which answers the important questions* This public 

interest In good financial reporting is a very constructive force*

fts® for® and content of financial reports on governmental units 

have been shaped in recent years to a considerable extent by managerial 

considerations • Effective management o f public affairs depends 1» large 

part -upon comparative studies of many different activities* As a 

consequence, finance officers have been obliged to compile and present data 

in a for® which will be most useful for comparative purposes.

Certainly the analyst of municipal securities would be the first 

to admit that the scope of his interest is the finances of governmental 

units i® very narrow and limited* the determination of credit standing is 

of Importance to any unit of government, but the use of financial reporting 

for managerial purposes would seem to take precedence over credit analysis. 

Furthermore, the analyst ©f securities by training and experience is in a 

good position to work with such data as may be gleaned from financial 

reports prepared chiefly to serve purposes other ton. M s  own.

For the analyst of securities, reports on the finances of 

governmental units furnish the basic source® of information* To be sure, 

he 1® interested in data regarding the economic background of any given 

situation, and at times it may be necessary for his to engage in field
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surveys• But in each case# the central core of relevant facts can only he 

obtained from the financial report. For this reason, It is virtually 

impossible to over-emphasise the importance of sound and adequate financial 

reporting»

Thus, it is well to recognise at the outset of this discussion 

that financial reports on governmental units are truly many-sided 

documents. The reports cover public entities performing a wide variety of 

activities• Furthermore, there is a great diversity among the interests 

looking to the financial reports for information. These are the realities 

that the municipal finance officer and the securities analyst face when the 

task of Judging credit quality is undertaken.

The Central Question in Municipal Securities Analysis

Will the municipality be able to service its debt successfully? 

That is the central question which the securities analyst is endeavoring to 

answer in his effort to Judge credit quality* Irrespective of whether the 

analytical work Is long and complex or short and direct, the objective is 

always the same. The analyst is seeking to answer this basic question.

But a basic question, even though it may be phrased in simple terms, is 

never easy to answer. This is especially true in finance.

In answering the central question with respect to a municipal 

credit, the analyst is seeking a qualitative answer. For the most part, 

however, he arrives at a qualitative Jud^aeat through an analysis of 

information which is quantitative in character. The source of this 

quantitative information is the report on financial operations* It is 

necessary to appraise these financial data in terms of performance standards
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which are deeBsed to evidience proper debt management* fhe securities analyst 

develops these standards out of his experience in studying a vast number of 

situations* While he uses statistical information fo r benchmarks in his 

thinking, the fact remains that he cannot substitute smthematteai tests for 

Judgwmt*
In seeking the answer to the central question regarding credit 

quality, that is, the ability of the municipality to service it« debt 

successfully, experience has shown that the case© tend to fall into three 

major categories* First of all, there are the ones which measure up as 

sound by all standards of Judgment* ffeais there is a second group of eases 

clearly evidencing serious weakness In credit quality* filially, there are 

always a number of very troublesome situations wherein the pertinent 

evidence appears to be equivocal.

Aaoog securities analysts there is a remarkably broad area of 

agreement with respect to the credit quality of cases falling in the first 

two groups, namely, those Which arc basically sound and those which are 

unquestionably weak* fS® bulk of all the credits which come to the 

attention of analysts are ee^rised by the®« two groups. Fortunately, 

there is only a small number of marginal or borderline eases, but these 

give r im  to almost endless trouble.

In connection with the cases classified as borderline., the 

municipal finance officer frequently can be of material assistance to the 

securities analyst as well m  the governmental unit* Sometimes the 

difficulties in analysis stem from the fact that report® are incomplete or 

inadequate* To the extent that ittproveawnts la the basic accounting and in
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reporting can resolve these difficulties, the municipal finance officer 

stands in a position to moke a major eontributio» M t  only to the 

governata! unit which he serves, but also to the entire investing public* 

Am the municipal finance officer goes about his business of 

accounting and reporting on the operations of his governanotal unit, he 

uould do sell to hear in aind the central question which is always of 

concern to the securities analyst* By so doing, ha will insure that a 

proper judgment u i U  he made of the credit of the municipality he serves.

Fmaework of Municipal Credit analysis

Good financial reports constructed on the basis of sound 

accounting principles are an essential element in the framework ©f 

snusicipal credit analysis* However, accounting is far from an exact 

science and sometimes there are legal as well m  practical reasons why 

financial reports cannot be eompiled in a stesser which would best serve the 

securities analyst. Host important from his viewpoint Is a clear-cut 

showing in the report of its precise nature and coverage.

In recent years the associations of municipal finance officers as 

well as many individual workers in the field have made great strides in 

improving the practices of municipal accounting* The advantages of 

maintaining records ©a an accrual rather than, a cash basis are generally 
recognised, and sound budgetary principles have gained widespread adoption# 

Trm the viewpoint of the securities analyst, it is always 

helpful to note that a subdivision of government is following modem  

accounting methods* To be sure, it is possible, and frequently there is no 

alternative but to use records based upon cash receipts and disbursements*
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However* the analyst can proceed towards the answer of his question with 

snore assurance if he notes that the accruals are taken into consideration 

properly.
tatimtely, an appraisal of credit quality rests upon confidence 

In the management which 1© directing the affairs of the governmental unit, 

m e  confidence which the securities analyst accords a given situation will 

depend upon the facts and the fora of their presentation in the financial 

reports* It is always reassuring to note in the reports a straightforward 

record of progress over the years* Also, the analyst will be impressed by 

evidences of sound accounting practices and good budgetary procedures *

When the reports explain unusual development© which have an effect upon the 

financial affairs of the governmental unit, the document conveys the 

impression that the finance officers are making an effort to disclose all 

of the major factors which have a bearing upon credit quality.

Previously in this discussion, your attention was called to the 

tremendous variety of functions and activities performed by governmental 

units whose credits come under the scrutiny of securities analysts. As a 

consequence, the first step in Judging credit quality is to determine 

precisely the nature of the governmental subdivision under consideration. 

To the finance officer, this suggests the importance of reports which will 

reveal the nature of activities in each case. If there are a variety of 

them, and this is usually true~~thea the reports should be designed to 

facilitate a segregation of the results. For example, some cities are 

engaged in rendering utility services to customers along with their 

traditional activities. This situation calls for two distinctly different
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types of reporting* With respect to utility activities* it is desirable to 

have reports which conform to the accounting standards followed by other 

comparable enterprises*

from the viewpoint of the securities analyst* the structure of 

debt of a governmental unit is the focal center of Its financial report*

The interpretation of the debt statement may present difficult legal 

problems* In the solution of these problems* the analyst Is obliged to 

rely upon the opinion of qualified authorities* But it is necessary for 

the analyst to determine the effect of these items on the finances of the 

obligor. Moreover* trends in debt over a period of years require careful 

study* Standing by Itself* a record of growth or decline in totals is sot 

significant* However* importance does attach to the trends when they are 

viewed in terms of a total situation*

Em  analysis of revenues and expenditures is one of the principal 

hinges used by the securities analyst la swinging his appraisals of 

obligations floated by governmental units* Em  composition of these items 

and their trends furnish the useful clues regarding the economic status of 

the obligor* In the limited amount of time available for these 

introductory remarks* it would not be practical to undertake to discuss at 

length the patterns of revenues and expenditures for the various kinds of 

governmental msite Whose obligations com to the attention of securities 

analysts* At this point* it will suffice to note that the analyst will be 

obliged to draw upon M s  experience for guidance as to the appropriateness 

of the pattern exhibited by revenues and expenditures*
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la appraising the provision for debt service— the next element la 

the framework of securities analysis— it is important to ascertain the 

margin of protection which covers the annual Interest payments* If the 

credit is of high quality, the report will disclose clear-cut evidence that 

the margin protecting interest payments each year is adequate* It is very 

difficult, however, to reduce the test of adequacy to an arbitrary measure* 

Each case or type group will stand on its own merits*

Then there is the question of the provision for debt retirement. 

With respect to governmental unite, most debt is incurred to finance the 

acquisition of some physical asset* Accordingly, it is only common sense 

to follow the policy of retiring this debt as the asset.wears out* For 

exaaple, securities issued to finance the construction of a building with 

an estimated life of 30 years should he retired during that period, low 

this la usually accomplished by means of obligations floated in serial fora* 

Change is an ever-present fact* The burdens which changing 

conditions Impose upon governmental units can he alleviated somewhat by a 

vigorous debt retirement program* Thus, as time progresses the municipality 

will be able to follow policies that are not hamstrung by the burdens of 

their debts*
Finally in this discussion, a few brief comments on standards or 

yardsticks for endeavoring to measure credit quality would be appropriate*

A study of the literature covering securities analysis will reveal an 

almost endless number of ratios which have been developed from time to time 

to facilitate the comparison of credit®* Some of these ratios are rather 

simple, for example, the comparison of debt to assessed value in the
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traditional type of city or county tpvernmeat* Other« ere coB^slex end 

intricate* But In all of these ratio« there are serious pitfalls* Those 

difficulties stem from the fact that there is no quantitative measure or 

set of objective standards Which can be used as a substitute for a jud^aent 

la the field of credit* Some of these ratios at times may be useful as 

guides in arriving at an opinion* But only an experienced analyst can 

expect to employ them with any degree of success* When they are applied 

blindly, the results may very veil be misleading*

and Conclusion

To @ m  up, then, the securities analyst expects to find in the 

financial reports of a $ 2veras>ental unit the answer to his central 

questions Win the debt be managed successfully? By asking himself this 

question, the municipal finance officer can always test the relevancy of an 

item of information in a financial report to the determination of credit 

quality* The usefulness of this test cannot be over^emphasisod.

A securities analyst looks to the data presented in the financial 

report as support for his confidence in the management of the governmental 

unit* Does the obligor whose securities are under consideration follow 

sound accounting practices and budgetary procedures? Is the basic 

information presented in a clear and straightforward manner? Positive 

answers to questions such m  these give the securities analyst a feeling of 

assurance in his judgment*

Uniformity in financial reports facilitates the work of the 

securities analyst* Els jud^aents depend in good measure upon comparison©

» -m -:ay / .  V'" ̂ V-VV ' filial / , ./ ¡-sffiSjfc.._____ .___________
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of data over a period of time and among various governmental units* 

Ualfomity facilitate® these comparisons*

Analytical work on the obligations ©f a governmental unit comes 

to focus on the debt statement* It is essential that the financial reports 

disclose readily the composition and nature of the debt m  well as the 

trends over a period of time. The analysis of revenues and expenditures 

leads to the analyst’s Judgment regarding the margin of protection for debt 

service* In this connection, it is necessary to determine the provisions 

for interest payments as well as for the debt retirement program.

By explaining the unusual features when they occur, the municipal 

finance officer can easily build up a store of confidence in his reporting 

practices. Changes in accounting practices which affect the financial 

restate of activities, or unusual gains or losses w i n  be placed in 

appropriate perspective when detailed explanations are forthcoming, the 

absence of these explanations, on the other hand, creates doubts in the 

minds of analysts and has an unfortunate effect on their Judgment of credit 
quality*

Qualitative measures or standard tests for Judging credit quality 

are useful only in the hands of a skilled analyst. In themselves, however, 

they are not substitutes for judgment*

_ ______
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